The Impact of Trauma on the Individual and Collective Psyche
FRIDAY, MAY 12, 2017
7 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.

War, terrorism, gun violence, physical and sexual trauma, and domestic violence have a profound impact, not only on those who experience it directly, but also on their families, communities and descendants. Using a combination of brief video clips, presentation and audience discussion, we will explore the effects of violence on individuals and those they are connected to, and in its transmission over generations and through society. The film, “Now, After,” produced and directed by Iraq Veteran filmmaker Kyle Hausmann-Stokes, will be highlighted and will provide a compelling and provocative ‘inside-out’ perspective on combat related PTSD and the potential for healing.

FACULTY: SCOTT ALVAREZ, PhD; HELEN MARLO, PhD; JOHANNA MAYER, PhD; JOEL ROSENTHAL, PhD

GENERAL ADMISSION: $40
INSTITUTE MEMBERS: $32
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND INSTITUTE CANDIDATES: $28
To register, visit: sfjung.eventbrite.com

The Trauma of Violence, The Violence of Trauma
FRIDAY, MAY 12, 2017
(Saturday, May 13, 2017)
9:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. (for licensed professionals)

The increased awareness of violence towards others, and associated fear of violence towards oneself, has an undeniable effect. Those who are directly affected are often devastated while, for all, the effects are disturbing and destabilizing. The experience of our American heroes, our active service members and veterans, and our children - those to whom the future will be entrusted - will be highlighted.

FACULTY: SCOTT ALVAREZ, PhD; SAM KIMBLES, PhD; HELEN MARLO, PhD; JOHANNA MAYER, PhD; JOEL ROSENTHAL, PhD

TUITION (INCLUDES CEUS): $175
INSTITUTE MEMBERS (INCLUDES CEUS): $140
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND INSTITUTE CANDIDATES: $125
To register, visit: jungsf.learningexpressce.com